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Monkeys with arnygdaloid anti hippocnmpal lesions and an operated control group were found to have high savings upon retraining to transpowd
stirntdi after iearning of a size discrimination. None of the gro~lp differences on the savings me~ wtre approached significance. Both amygdala
and control groups, however, exhibited a disruption in performance on the
first zo retraining trials, which n“as highly related to performance on a
former novelty teat. It was s[lgg(’sted th~t former reports of a transposition deficit after amygdalectomy may have been due to differences in r~
sponses b novel cue used in test pairs, and to relatively few test triala
being given.

Iar stimullls

In the model of Iimhic system function
recently
Imesented by Douglas
and Prihrmn (1966), the amygdala
is postulated
to
be a vital anatomical
substrate
of an attention-directing
system in which the probability
of attention
to a stimulus
is increased as a function of reinforcement.
This
system is basical]y reward-sensitive,
errorinsensitive,
and its disruption
through removal of the aniygdala is postulitted to resu]t in an ,$ whose behavior is now ]argeiy
determined
by a remaining system (rtssociatclcl with the hippocarnpus)
wkich is errorsensitive,
reward-insensitive.
While
this
hypothesis,
with some elaboration,
can account for the greater part of the rcsu]ts in
the literature
on the effects of an~ygc\alectomy on behavior! there is one finrling which
appears to lie completely
outside this line
of reasoning.
This glaring exception is the
report that all~~’gclalcctolnized monkeys do
not transfer
training from one discrimination prol)lem to another when the two stimuli in ea(”h case differ in the same l~ay along
a single (Iimension
(Bagshaw
& Pribram,
1965; Schwartzbaum
& Pribram,
1960).
The a~~lygclnlecto}~]ized ,S~ showed iJo tenrlency to press either of the test stimuli, while
the normal iSs respon~led nhnost exchlsiveiy
to the test stimulus w’hich hrtcl the same
relative brightness
or size as the one originally rewarded, even though this ]~articu-

of a different
absolute
from the originally
rewarded stimulus.
These data imply that
the arnygclala is involved in an underlying
mechanism
which results in a transfer of
trajnjng on the basis of relative differences
between cues, and there is reason to believe
that such a conclusion has been drawn by
many workers
in this field. The present
author attempted
to replicate
the results
above, ns the data jn these studies do not
lcarl unequivocnl]y
to the conclusions which
have been drawn. For example, the Bagshaw and Prj brain (1965) study was nct,u ally all investigation
of postoperative
retention of a transposition
tendency when the
original
problem
had been learned
preopcratively,
and the results do not necessarily apply to SS originally trained wlli]e
iacklng the amygdala.
In both studies relat il-ely few test trials were used, and since
(me or both of the test stimuli were noyel,
grour differences may well have been due
to {liffercnt,ial novelty responses rather than
to (differences in transposition.
The latter
])oilit, is cs])ecially relevant, beca~lse it has
IJPO1) shown
by Douglas
and Pribrnm
(1 966) tlhat normal an{l nlllygclnlectolnizecl
monkeys differ in their responses to novel
stirmlli. In acldition,
one of the authors
,aho~’c had always suspected that his trmlsl)osit,ion results were somehow related to
{lifferenccs in general reactions to the sudrlcnly int,rodlleed
test stinluli.2
Finally,
in tile seron(l
experiment
reported
in
size
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tion tendencies

positive transfer
of training.
Altho(lgh it was hoped that no tr:tl)sl]osition fleficit wolll(l be founrl in :Ln3ygdalertonliz~d n~.onkeys, in the event that sllfIl~
a (Ieficit shou]rl he found it wolll(l he ill~portant
to show that it was specifically
related to n.nlyg(i:iloi[i remo~al, xnd not to
either brain clanlage or lilnhic syst,cnl lesions in general. For this reason n gJhOUpof
hippocanlpa] ly lrsioned
,Ss was teste[l
in
addition to thp a]l]ygdalcct,o]lliz~rl
ated control groups.
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tracting
from perfornlance
on t,be enrjy
trials during
retraining.
This I)ossibijit,y
was investigated
by comparing present performance on these trials with the results of
a novelty test which bad preciously
been
given to these same animals
(Douglas
~t
Pribram,
1966). On that test Ss hacl been
trained to press the most rewarded of two
partially reinforced stimuli, ancl then these
two stimuli were separately
paired with a
series of novei stimu ii. A high negative
correlation
was found between S!s former
tendency to respond to the novel stimulus
in comparison
to the least rewarded
cue
and the present degree nf in~provemell~ on
the first 20 retraining
trials
(r = – .74,
p < .01). That js, the more often S bad responded to the novel cue, the more likely
it was that it would do poorly on the early
transposition
trials. An equally high correlation was found in the amygdala and control groups between a former indifference
in choice between the novel and most rewarded cues and present
success on the
early trials (r = .76, p < .02). Since both
the novelty and the transposition
tests involved novel stimuli, and since only one
test could be considered to measure transposition
(the novelty
test used pattern
stimuli which differed on no known dimension), it is highly probable
that this cornrnon variance can be attributed
to the presence of a novel stimulus.
This analysis does not, however, reconcile differences between the present results
and those
of the first
experiment
of
Schwartzbaum
and Pribram
(1960). In
their study the positive
stimulus
of the
first pair was always retainecl in the test
pair, and only 12 test trials were given.
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[J]lrjer these

con(iitions tl]e present an]ygperforn]c(l allnost identically
to
tl]eir arnygdala group (5.0 vs. 5.8 transposition respo~lses),
but the present
control
group cliffered from theirs (4.7 vs. 11 transposition responses ). Their results are, howc~.er, consistent with a hypothesis that both
groups had high transposition
tendencies
but that the normal Ss were responding to
the novel stimulus
in t,tle test p~ir,\\>}]~i~
the amygdalectomized
~Sseither were avojding it or were attracted
t,. tile ~llore familiar cue. In any event, the present resu]ts indicate that the use of only a few
test t~iaiS as :L Il]easure oi trallsposltlon
can
resu It in performance
highly determined
I)y a response to novelty.
The present results show that neither
amygdalectomy
nor hippocarnpect,orlly
appears to reduce a
tendency
to learn relative
differences
bet ween stimuli and to transfer this learning
to a new situation. Thus, there js presently
no need for any theory of limbic system
function to encompass a transposition
deficit after removal of the amygdala.
{Ialn
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